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Riven challenges guide warframe

Home Comments General tips and tricks on some Riven Home challenges General tips and tricks on some Riven challenges These tips are not what you should do, as you can definitely experiment or set challenges for yourself, but to serve as a guide for those struggling. I very much encourage you to suggest your advice, which I may or may not add to this
list. For new rivets, rivets must be equipped to be eligible for challenge progress.*refers to the uncomplicated header while not detected: Use an invisible frame, like Octavia, Ivara or Loki, as you slide: Use melee weapons with greater ranges to progress this challenge faster, as you aim to slide: Use Patagium or Zephyr to increase aiming slip time, without
taking damage: Use Rhino/Nezha's 2/3 or stealth war frames to prevent damage, without dying or falling: Tanky frames, war frames like Nidus, Rhino, Chroma, etc. without raising any alarms: Hidden frames make this challenge quite trivial, without being interrupted: Get away from Grineer Galleon , infested missions and the Eidolon plains, which have many
sources of magnetic process, without being affected by a state effect : Use Rhino's 2, Nezha's, Oberon's Sacred Ground or any other frame of war that can prevent state effects, without an ally being knocked down: Playing solo eliminates any challenge that comes from this complication, with an equipped extinct dragon key: Use your best damaging weapon
to round damage.with a Bleeding Dragon Key equipped: Frames with high health pools and/or healing capabilities are highly preferred, with a decaying dragon key equipped: Use a tank frame or Inaros/Nidus, with a liwn dragon key equipped: Use Nezha, Octavia or Volt. You can also use parkour-enhancing mods to allow for a faster ride using
parkour.without using health supplies: Don't use them, use a tank frame if necessary without using shield consumables: Don't use them, Use a tank box if necessary without using ammo consumables: Don't use them, use an efficient ammo weapon, or use Carrier if necessary without using energy consumables: Don't use them, use Zenurik, Energize, or
Entropy/Blight weapons if necessary.in day: Just do it within necessary.in day, as long as you don't waste them: Use a stealth frame. Shoot at the head and when you deactivate Stasis, swipe, as you aim to slide: Using Limbo, banish enemies into the crack and throw ecstasy. Shoot at the head and when disabling Stasis, aim glide.without take damage: Use
2 or 3 nezha or any other state that prevents warframe.without dying or falling down: Use a tank frame, without raising any alarms: Use a stealth frame and observe the alarm console if you feel like you're feeling like you're being Be affected by a status effect: Use Rhino 2 or Nezha's 3 or any other state that prevents warframe.with an equipped Extinguished
Dragon Key: Have a high-damage weapon in Use of energy consumables: Don't use them, use Zenurik, Energize, or Entropy/Blight weapons if needed in a day – just finish the challenge in a single day. General rule: Eidolon Vomvalysts, located in the plains of Eidolon are considered suitable for this challenge. These sensitive ones are the easiest to fight,
which means you have to target these.itself: Self-explanatory,as you slide: Self-explanatory, without dying or falling: 100% Empty Mode damage reduction allows you to avoid dying, without taking damage: Use invisible frames or Rhino/Nezha. You can also use your operator's null mode, without failing a mission: Self-explanatory.only: Play alone, unaffected
by a status effect: Use Rhino's 2 or Nezha's 3, or any other state that prevents warframe.without an ally from being knocked down: Play alone to eliminate the challenge in this complication, as long as it's invisible: Use a stealth frame to gain invisibility, with an equipped Extinguished Dragon Key: Have a high-damage weapon handy, with an equipped
Bleeding Dragon Key: Use a truly tank frame, like Croma, Inaros or Nidus.with a Decaying Dragon Key equipped: Use Inaros/Nidus or any other tank frame, with an equipped hobbled dragon key: Use a tank frame and use parkour maneuvers to dodge attacks, without using health consumables : Do not use them, use a tank frame is necessary, without using
energy consumables. : Don't use them, use Zenurik, Energize, or Entropy/Blight weapons if necessary.in one day: simply complete the challenge in a single day. General Rule: Ground Finishers don't count, use the CC abilities of Ivara/Inaros/Equinox or Zakti to easily finish, without taking damage: Use a stealth frame or Rhino 2 or 3.without dying or falling on
the ground Use a tank box, without failing a mission: Capturing and exterminating missions are the hardest to fail, without raising any invisible alarms: Use an invisible frame, See the alarm consoles if you feel that you're trapped, without being afflicted by a state effect: Use an invisible frame, Use Rhino's Nezha 2 or 3 or any other frame with state-preventing
abilities, with an equipped extinguished dragon key: Have a high-damage melee weapon handy, with a hobbled dragon key equipped with a hobbled dragon key equipped : Use parkour for easy maneuverability, without using health supplies: Don't use them, use health regeneration or tank frames to fight this.in day : Just finish the challenge in a single day.
General Rule: Melee weapons with large ranks help you finish the challenge faster, while not detected: Use a stealth frame (except Ivara) without taking damage: Use rhino or Nezha's 3 or 3 invisibility abilities, without dying or falling: Use a tank box like Inaros, Chroma, or Nidus.without failing on a mission: Exterminate and Capture are really hard to fail. no
alarm: Use a stealth frame (except Ivara) and watch the alarm consoles if you feel you've been caught, without being afflicted by a state effect: Use Nezha's Rhino 2 or 3 or any other stateless that prevents abilities, without an ally being knocked down: Playing only eliminates the challenge of this complication, while invisible: Use a stealth frame (except
Ivara).with an equipped Extinguished Dragon Key: Have a high-damage weapon by hand, with a bleeding Dragon Key equipped with a bleeding Dragon Key equipped: Use a tank frame, with a decaying dragon key equipped: Use faster.in tank box or use Inaros/Nidus.with a Hobbled Dragon Key equipped: Use parkour maneuvers to navigate faster.in day:
Simply complete the challenge in faster.in single day. General rule: Use a stealth frame to do this trivial, see alarm consoles if you feel like they were captured,only: Play solo. It's easier not to be detected this way anyway, with an extinct dragon key equipped: Having a high-damage weapon by hand, with a hobbled dragon key equipped: Parkour's maneuvers
allow you to move quickly. General rule: Kala-Azar is the best mission for this. Use a CC Warframes or Warframes with long-range damage abilities are ideal, yourself: General Rule Consultation,only: Play alone, with an equipped extinguished dragon key: Have a powerful weapon with you or have a friend kill enemies for you, with an equipped Bleeding
Dragon Key: Tank Warframes would be better for this challenge, with a decaying dragon key equipped: Tanky Warframes would be better for this challenge, with a hobbled dragon key equipped: Parkour maneuvers allow you to move quickly, without using energy consumables: Zenurik, Energize, or Entropy/Blight weapons allow you to have a lot of energy.
General Rule: Ivara is ideal for this challenge with the use of her pickpocket skill. Alternatively, enemies under the effect of Nyx Chaos will not fail the challenge, allowing you to gain life support in this way. Break containers when needed.itself: Refer to the general rule, just: Play alone, with an equipped bleeding dragon key: Use a stealth frame or tank frame,
with a decaying dragon key equipped: Use a stealth frame or tank frame, with an equipped hobbled dragon key: Parkour's maneuvers they allow you to move quickly, without using energy consumables: Zenurik or Energize is useful to use.without using health consumables: Use a stealth frame or tank frame, without dying or falling: Use a stealth frame or a
tank frame, itself: Banshee built for Sound Quake (not resonating) earthquake is better for this. Parkour's maneuvers allow for an easy journey between points, without dying or falling down: Banshee built for Sound Quake (non-resonant earthquake) is better for this. Parkour maneuvers allow for easy travel between points. General Rule: Equip loot radar and
animal instinct and use Limbo's 4 (built for maximum range and decent duration; launch and without throwing immediately) to break Any other food not collected is a statue or Medallion.itself: Refer to the General Rule, with an active pet present: Equip as many survival mods as possible on your Kavat/Kubrow/Helminth Charger, with an active sentry present:
Equip as many survival mods as possible on your Sentinel.solo: Play Play Play Play It's easier to collect medallions this way, without failing a mission: Exterminate and Capture missions are the hardest to fail, without dying or falling: Use a tank box or stay in the crack with Limbo until you need to pick up a medallion, without raising any alarms: Kill all
enemies in a given room to prevent enemies from triggering alarms. Stealth frames are also ideal for this, without taking damage: Use Rhino's Nezha 2 or 3 or stay in the crack constantly, without an ally getting discouraged: Play alone, with an equipped extinguished dragon key: Have a high-damage weapon handy, with a bleeding dragon key equipped: Use
a picture of an equipped extinguished dragon: Use a picture of an extinct dragon key equipped: Have a high-damage weapon handy, with an equipped bleeding dragon key: Use a picture of an equipped bleeding dragon: Use a picture Tank or stay alone or stay in the crack constantly, with a decaying dragon key equipped Use a tank frame or use
Inaros/Nidus or stay in the crack, with a hobbled dragon key equipped: Use parkour maneuvers to navigate quickly, without using ciphers: If you're fighting with Corpus Puzzle, start from the outside until all the outer pins are connected , then spam inside. General rule: Caches appear on the minimap as the loot icon, unlike regular lockers. Equip loot radar and
animal instinct to advance your ranks. Use Limbo to destroy any loot. If someone has a video or playlist showing all the cache locations, I'll link it here, to an active pet present: Equip as many survival mods on your pet as possible to keep you alive, with an active sentry present: Equip as many survival mods in your sentry as possible to keep you alive,only:
Play alone, without raising any alarms: Kill all enemies in a given room, Watch the stragglers to prevent alarms from being triggered, without taking damage: Use Rhino 2 or Nezha 3 or Limbo crack, without being interrupted: Use Rhino's Nezha 2 or 3. Alternatively, avoid the tilesets Grineer Galleon, The Plains of Eidolon, Any mission infested, without dying
or falling apart: Use a tank frame, without failing a mission: Sabotage is hard to fail as it is, yet Kuva Fortress and Lua Exterminates are the hardest to fail, without an ally being Takedown: Play alone, with an equipped Extinguished Dragon Key: Have a high-damage weapon by hand, with an equipped Bleeding Dragon Key: Use a tank frame to avoid dying,
with a decaying Dragon Key equipped: Use a High-damage weapon by hand, with a bleeding Dragon Key equipped: Use a tank frame to avoid dying, with a decaying Dragon Key equipped: Use a high-damage weapon by hand, with a bleeding Dragon Key equipped : Use a tank frame to avoid dying, with a decaying Dragon Key equipped: Use a high-sized
dragon weapon by hand, with a key Equipped Bleeding Dragon: Use a tank frame to avoid dying, with a decaying dragon key equipped: Use a decaying dragon weapon equipped: Use a high-damage weapon by hand, with a dragon key, a tank frame or Inaros/Nidus deny the disadvantage, with an equipped hobbled dragon key: Use parkour maneuvers to
navigate quickly, without using encryptions: If you're fighting in Puzzles, start from the outside, connect all the pins to each other and spam the medium, without using air support. : Self-explanatory, without using health supplies: Use a tank frame or use a frame/weapon with the ability to regenerate health if you are struggling without it, without using shield
consumables: Use Inaros/Nidus to completely deny the need, without using ammo consumables: Use an efficient weapon to counteract the need, without using energy consumables: Use Zenurik, Use Zenurik, Use Zenurik, Use Zenurik, Use Zenurik, Energiza, or weapons that have Entropy or Blight to restore energy if needed.in ever: Don't procrastines.
General General Using Limbo's Stasis, shoot his head until you think they'll die. Then aim to slide and cancel out Stasis's average aim slippage. Alternatively, Zephyr with Patagium is also an ideal.itself method: Refer to the general rule, with an extinct dragon key equipped: Have a powerful weapon handy, with a hobbled dragon key equipped: Parkour
maneuvers allow for easy navigation. General Rule (excluding 'No Raising Alarms'): Enter a survival and use a ember or loki equipped with Patagium to allow you to collect all deaths.itself: See General Rule.only: Play alone, without raising any alarms: Go to a high spawn game mode that does not force alarms (such as Digging or Survival, instead something
like Exterminate or Rescue). Use Loki with Patagium to your advantage, without taking damage: Use a stealth frame, or Warframes with damage prevention skills, as long as it's invisible: Use a stealth frame, with an equipped extinct Dragon Key: Have a highly damaging weapon on hand to kill enemies, with an equipped lame dragon key: Use parkour mods
and use your maneuvers to navigate quickly. General rule: Drifting contact and/or number of bodies is ideal for this challenge. To make it faster, use Venka Prime or any other melee weapon that can often make cuts using a relentless combination. An alternative method would be to reduce a capture target and continue to hit it until the challenge is over, with
an active sentinel present: Self-explanatory; Simply keep them alive (survival mods help lot.with an active pet present: Self-explanatory; Just keep them alive (survival mods help a lot, alone: Play alone, with an extinct dragon key equipped: Use it in your favor; this allows you to win faster hits, with a bleeding dragon key equipped: Use a tank frame or do
health regeneration with you, with a decaying dragon key equipped: Use a tank frame to use Nidus/Inaros to completely negate the negative. General Rule: Change a weapon for the explosion state to create a DC to scan the target more easily. Also keep in mind that you can use skills safely until the target is found, same: Check the general rule.only: Play
alone,without taking damage: Use a hidden frame or Rhino 2 or 3 can be used safely if the target is not already found. Kill 3 Condrocs in the air in 5 seconds: Condrocs usually appears in groups 3 on the ground. Find them in this group, scare them, and use an AoE weapon to kill them all. Kill X Dargyn Pilots before they reach the ground: Use Mesa's
Peacekeeper ability, as his ability has autoaim. Kill X tusk Ballistas without an eer with a headshot: Shut up the gun and use an invisibility frame. Take your time. X Dargyns using an arc: Use Zephyr with Jet Stream to improve your flight speed. You can also use crowd control skills like Nova's Molecular Prime, Rhino's Rhino Stomp, etc. Kill X enemies with
headshots from at least 100m away: sniper rifles are ideal because they have zoom, so it's easier to aim at the head. If you're still having trouble, shoot crowd control skills such as Nova's molecular premium, Harrow's conviction, etc. 100 yards away and shoot from 100 meters away. Remember to take your time. Land X headshots while in Archwing on the
plains: Use Itzal's 3 (Penumbra) and take your time to get shot in the head. Use a sniper rifle and/or shut up on your gun if necessary. Destroy X Vruush turrets while in Archwing without being shot down: Use a high-damage weapon such as a sniper rifle, shotgun, optician, etc. and Odonata/Elytron. Enter a base using your anti-aircraft abilities (Skill 2 in both)
and take down as many turrets as you can find. Catch X fish without missing anything: Use the Luminos dye and just take your time. Kill X Wild Animals with a Fishing Spear: Use CC skills to make it easier to land multiple hits or Volt passive to add spear damage. Kill X enemies on a ship: Use all 4 of Mesa, as his ability has auto-aim.Complete a raid only
without taking damage: Use Warframes with invisibility (such as Ivara's 3, Loki's 2, Octavia's 3 Buff croucho, or 2 Ash's) or abilities that prevent damage (such as Rhino's 2, Harrow's 4, or Nezha's 3). Catch a fish, extract a ore or gem, and kill an enemy in 30 seconds: use the order the challenge has been provided. Find a pray near a water source and catch
a fish. Immediately find the prayer you found and scribble on the ore to extract it as quickly as possible and kill an enemy. Use a sniper rifle if you think an enemy will be far away. Thanks to /u/JEkz99, /u/henriquegarcia, /u/Hisnitch, /u/SordidDreams for help! Page 2 2
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